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Dear Subscribers, 
The anticipation of both uncertainty and attendant volatility in a suppressed risk appetite 
environment we suggested would be the case in Monday’s ‘Certain Uncertainty’ ALERT!! is, well, 
certainly here. That is once again on one of our favorite market axioms, “The market (which is to 
classically say the equities) dislikes nothing quite so much as uncertainty.” In addition to the rapid 
shifts in the still preliminary Omicron information, it is mostly on the negative side.

While we will return to articulating the full context below, a quick look at the market tendencies is 
warranted. The US equities saw a sharp recovery of some of last Friday’s losses on Monday. That was 
substantially on some anecdotal South African observations that the Omicron variant might only 
induce a less virulent form of the COVID-19 symptoms. Fair enough. Yet this is in no way any reliable 
measure of what will actually transpire based on any solid clinical information.

As such, the more negative announcements into this morning from very credible sources (more 
below) have seen the attempted return to a ‘risk-on’ psychology hit hard. It is therefore not a surprise 
that the December S&P 500 future only rallied back to the 4,660 key interim congestion we highlighted 
since early last week prior to coming back under pressure… with the major assist from the news.

Similarly global govvies which had rallied back so strongly from major supports last Friday dropped 
back on Monday’s somewhat less threatening psychology. However, there as well the current more 
troubling news has seen the extension of their rally (i.e. weakening yields again.) The December T-
note which was back up into the 131-00 area last Friday is now testing the more prominent 132-00 
area.

Weak sister December Gilt future that had pushed up into the low end of its substantial 127.50-128.00 
congestion last week has only pushed up a bit further toward the high end. That is also important 
now as weekly MA-41. And stronger sister December Bund future (likely on the earlier Delta variant 
worries) had already rallied last week from its key lower interim 170.50 congestion to the bottom of 
the 172.50-173.00 range. While it remains in that area now, there is consideration on its typical early 
front month future expiration next Wednesday.

The March Bund future is currently trading at 174.25, which is a 1.70 premium to the December 
contract. Radical premiums and discounts are the norm for the ‘second month’ Bund future whenever 
there is a shifting future sentiment; as opposed to typical modest discounts in the T-note and Gilt 
future expirations. Therefore, barring any sharp ‘macro’ psychological improvement (not very likely) 
by next Wednesday, the burden of proof will be on the bears to knock the March Bund future back 
below 173.00-172.50; which is currently a long way down. 

Foreign exchange is both radical and far more disjointed this week, following on developments from 
last week. The already accelerated weakness of emerging currencies saw a radical weakening on last 
Friday’s news. However, as noted on Monday, even though out to significant new recent lows against 
the US dollar, they have for the most part hit their next major supports, and are recovering a bit. 

The exception is of course Turkish lira, which is suffering from wholly misguided government policy 
that is being foisted onto its central bank. As noted in last Wednesday’s ALERT!! (when the lira was in 
the initial phase of its current implosion well beyond any other emerging currencies weakness), 
“President Erdogan’s misguided philosophy that high interest rates cause inflation.” 



While developed economies central banks and even the emerging economies are far from it, Turkey is 
a cautionary reminder of what happens to a currency when its political masters have a country with a 
20% inflation rate and demand a 1.0% base rate cut to 15%. How about that 5% negative real yield as 
an influence? However, this means the lira is not indicative of any broader FX tendencies.

The developed currencies are a bit more of a quandary for us insofar as the US Dollar Index has 
weakened since Omicron became an influence. At present the greenback should still be a ‘haven’ (or 
at least in a ‘shift to the least bad’) in the context of the worse Delta variant and now the Omicron 
infections elsewhere. However, it has weakened from above 96.50 back down to the 95.70 lower end 
of major mid-2018 through mid-2020 congestion it only penetrated two weeks ago. 

However, it appears some market participants are still focused on central banks and short-term rates 
as the key arbiter of foreign exchange trends. We have felt for a long time it is more so inward 
investment, with its more stable flows into or out of a country. Yet the central bank psychology can 
still influence these markets at times, and this might be one of those. While Fed Chair Powell was 
upbeat in his prepared statement (released Monday) prior to today’s CARES Act Senate testimony 
(https://bit.ly/3rkMECT for our mildly marked-up version), he added a cautionary word near the end on 
the Omicron unknowns which could affect that.

To wit, “The recent rise in COVID-19 cases and the emergence of the Omicron variant pose downside 
risks to employment and economic activity and increased uncertainty for inflation. Greater concerns 
about the virus could reduce people’s willingness to work in person, which would slow progress in 
the labor market and intensify supply-chain disruptions.” While some of this concerns inflation, the 
general interpretation seems to be more so concerned about the economy that may forestall the 
broadly anticipated QE tightening and any rate hikes. That could be what is weighing on the US Dollar 
Index at present. We shall see.

Back to the ‘macro’ considerations, there is a significant disconnect once again between pandemic 
reality and the political class steps. That is due in part with the public revulsion regarding any 
reimposition of strong anti-transmission steps. Allowing that many previously agreeable folks are 
rightfully ‘sick to death’ of any business restrictions and mask mandates, that may still be the best 
way forward. Also note that there is a not very agreeable audience that are COVID deniers along with 
anti-vaxxers and anti-maskers. As an example, even the US that has had such strong government 
encouragement is only 59.3% fully vaccinated.

This also goes to the other factor we have often noted on the economic impact beyond government 
restrictions: broader public psychology on the ‘gathering’ economy, including external dining, small 
retail, travel and hospitality. All of those (especially travel) are already predicting diminished business 
due to Omicron. 

Yet politicians by nature must appear to ‘do something’, even if the current drive to expand the 
number of first time vaccinations, second shots and now boosters is a bit misguided in the context of 
what is already known about Omicron. This is with the caveat that there will likely be at least some 
protection (even at a lower level) from current vaccines. However, the latest indications are not 
propitious.

There is caution from the vaccine manufacturers themselves that their current shots will be less 
effective against the Omicron variant. Yet both they and the politicians are upbeat on the ability to 
develop new Omicron specific vaccines in a very short time. In historical terms that may be true, 
compared to the years of development prior to the advent of the new mRNA vaccines into late 2020. 

However, the likely weakness of the current vaccines in preventing serious illness and the new 
vaccine timeline are not encouraging. This morning’s Reuters article (https://reut.rs/3llYB7E) cites 
Moderna CEO Stephane Bancel as saying, “I think it's going to be a material drop. I just don't know 
how much because we need to wait for the data. But all the scientists I've talked to . . . are like 'this is 
not going to be good'." And even rapid approval by health authorities is going to take time.

https://bit.ly/3rkMECT
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According to another Reuters article this morning (https://reut.rs/3rnPFCs), any EU approval of an 
Omicron-adapted vaccine is still likely to take 3-4 months, and this is pretty much the same for the US 
FDA and other countries’ approvals. However much the new vaccines can be deployed at ‘light 
speed’ compared to the old years-long process, it still takes quite a bit of time in epidemiological 
terms for a highly transmissible virus. 3-4 months? A really extensive risk factor. 

And the hits just keep on coming. What we also heard this morning was another cautionary word 
shared in that very same Reuters article on the likely lower effectiveness of therapeutics. We are not 
surprised, due to the changes in the key Omicron ‘spike protein’, with a very high number of 
mutations within that single new variant. The article notes, “Regeneron Pharmaceuticals said its 
COVID-19 antibody cocktail and other similar antiviral treatments could be less effective against the 
latest variant.” And similar communication came from Eli Lilly.

The question at present would seem to be less of why the ‘risk appetite’ is under pressure, and more 
so why it is only under the degree of pressure seen so far? While the newly developed responses to 
the COVID-19 pandemic means this is a less dire situation than we highlighted when we heard of the 
5-day asymptomatic transmission period in late-January 2020, it is likely more troubling than many 
observers are allowing at present (much like back then.) Having recently gotten back to a degree of 
normalcy, there is likely a degree of ‘normalcy bias’ right now.

However, along with epidemiological challenges, there is a question of the degree to which asset 
valuations are at least close to ‘priced for perfection’. We already highlighted this in our November 
17th ECB Financial Stability Review and More ALERT!!, with a link to the ECB analysis 
(https://bit.ly/2YUAnsW) and especially our recommendation to scroll down to their ‘presentation 
slides’. Page seven of those has a graph (https://bit.ly/3IhvsnU) on the deviation of a basket of 
financial assets from their long-term average. Of note is the degree to which they appear to be as 
extended to the upside now as they were depressed at the bottom in 2009.

Of course, these sorts of indications are quite general, and cannot and should not be used as any 
near-term trend indicator. However, the general psychology behind assets being at extended upside 
values should be kept in mind during the appearance of any new stressors. Many of the larger trend 
reversals by nature start in a modest fashion, yet are often from unsupportable extended valuations.

Courtesy Repeat of Monday’s Certain Uncertainty ALERT!!
Getting back to the classical market axiom we cited again in Friday’s ‘Variant Vicissitudes’ ALERT!!, 
“The market (which is to classically say the equities) dislikes nothing quite so much as uncertainty.” 
And as noted, “...right now it has it in truckloads on the two existing and newly discovered COVID-19 
fronts.” 

Today’s title brings to mind Winston Churchill’s 1936 opposition speech on the paradoxes of Prime 
Minister Baldwin’s coalition government, with its tendency to vacillate due to its far-flung 
composition. As part of pointing out the changeable nature of government positions, among other 
similar witticisms Churchill noted it was extremely strong on being changeable:   “...resolved to be 
irresolute…” 

That is similar to market psychology right now in its inability to make up its mind in the near term due 
to the unknown nature of the Omicron COVID-19 variant. Yet prior to exploring that further, it is 
important to revisit the market tendencies on this morning’s continued volatility, this time on the US 
equities and emerging currencies upside recovery, and global govvies return to weakness. 

The December S&P 500 future drop of over $100 on Friday was based on many factors. Any new low 
for a given week on a Friday is bound to be exacerbated to some degree by a stale psychology: Why 
buy it then into likely margin calls on current leveraged bulls if not already long? There is also the 
matter of it being the Friday of the US Thanksgiving weekend, with thinner volumes on all markets. 

However, the issue of whether this morning’s recovery could be ‘trusted’ was highly problematic, as 
the rally only carried back up to the 4,660 key interim congestion which we cited last week. As such, it 
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was not to be believed. It is now more important to observe how it does overall from the 4,621 major 
upside ‘swing count’ it had sunk back below on Friday. As noted, the next interim support below that 
is the 4,535 area, with major support not until the mid-low 4,400 area.

As far as foreign exchange goes, many people still accept the false notion that central banks and 
short term interest rates drive the developed currencies trends. Au contraire, it is actually inward 
investment, which brings more sustained flows. Yet the received wisdom on Friday seemed to be that 
Omicron would leave the Fed more accommodative once again, defusing the US Dollar Index rally 
above the major 96.50 area. Once again however, here it is this morning gaining back its bid without 
ever seriously threatening to fall back below the key 95.70 area. 

Last week’s rapid deterioration of emerging currencies significantly reinforced our sustained recent 
suspicion that more of a ‘risk-off’ psychology was forming. There are times when we are accurate in 
our assessment to a degree that is surprising even to us. Yet in this case that was for a reason we 
would rather have not seen develop. There is no joy in another round of fresh pandemic fears, even if 
it pushed the emerging currencies to levels we were expecting… 

...even if nowhere nearly as fast as they proceeded. That said, the other reason some near-term 
reaction may be reasonable early this week is the degree to which they have already reached those 
more significant price thresholds. That is both for the South African rand seeing USD/ZAR surge 
above the 16.07 one-off low right up to the 16.30 area congestion, and the Mexican peso having 
USD/MXN push up so rapidly to the 22.00 area prior to reacting back down a bit today. 

And while the global govvies are coming back under some pressure, they are so far above their 
recently tested key lower supports there seems little chance of a major failure which would indicate 
new highs for interest rates. For the US that is consistent with the imminently expected Fed 
announcement of a faster QE ‘taper’ now being on hold at least until the Omicron dynamics clarify. 
Also of note is the Bund rally with the recently noted major premium in the March contract into the 
December contract expiration next week Wednesday. Lower by almost half a point today, the March 
Bund future is still well above key 172.50-173.00 congestion, putting pressure on the bears even if the 
market should sell off later this week.

And the uncertainty is still palpable, even under what is considered a near-term ‘best case scenario’ 
for the Omicron variant. As this morning’s Reuters article (https://reut.rs/3riEHOs) notes (and as we 
and others had already surmised last week), “Many questions remain, including whether Omicron will 
evade vaccine protection and whether it will cause serious illness. But such characteristics would be 
far less concerning if the new variant remains relatively contained.”    

Yet from a market standpoint into what was already going to be a challenging ‘old month into new’ 
week (check your calendars), this simply means greater volatility on the sustained uncertainty. As the 
Reuters article also notes, the timeline for the assessment of Omicron severity of disease, 
susceptibility to being prevented by current vaccines, and transmissibility (a key issue on whether it 
will supplant Delta as the primary variant) is “... days into weeks.” Weeks? Not at all definitive.

That also goes for the comfort from the vaccine manufacturers. They sound very confident that they 
can adapt the new mRNA type vaccines to rapidly address any fresh mutations. While that is 
comforting to some degree, and current vaccines likely offer some defense (even if to an unknown 
degree), that is still months away if indeed new variations of the vaccines need to be developed.

As we have noted for some time, the two key factors are government responses, especially as it 
regards any return to full shutdowns and any partial quarantines. That is now already the case for 
recently reopened international travel, which has seen the reimposition of quarantines on the way 
into other countries and the way back into your own. Hey, who’d like to go on holiday where you 
quarantine in your hotel room on the way out, and quarantine in your home on the way back in?

Which gets us back around to the other key: public perception of the ‘gathering’ economy, where 
services suffered so heavily on the earlier pandemic response. While also still a work in progress 
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during the initial assessment of Omicron, this will be a key to whether the external dining, travel and 
hospitality businesses can maintain their recent recovery, or slip back into duress, meaning workers 
as well.

While the New US COVID-19 Cases 7-day Average we have been closely watching dropped quite a bit 
(94,333 to 73,962) over previous days into last Friday, that is not a reliable measure. This is because 
of the drop in reportage over the US Thanksgiving holiday; there were only three days of normal 
reporting.

That means that the regular weekend drop in reporting was extended into the normally heavy 
Thursday-Friday period last week. In any event, we have been stressing for some time and revisited in 
Friday’s ‘Variant Vicissitudes’ ALERT!! (repeated below for your ease of access), the real key will be 
the period ten days out from today’s end of heavy holiday travel and gatherings (into December 
10th.) 

Courtesy Repeat of Previous critical consideration (updated chart) 
[To be updated after Wed. Manufacturing PMIs and OECD Economic Outlook]
After the early July downside reaction the recovery back above the 4,300 area violated support left 
the higher resistance into the previous week’s 4,360 DOWN Closing Price Reversal with a Tolerance 
to 4,364. That is clear on the S&P 500 future weekly chart (https://bit.ly/3D3pV08 updated through 
Friday.) It is of note September S&P 500 future had managed to retest that area right into the ECB 
press conference prior to weakening again the following Thursday morning. 

And the September S&P 500 future subsequently sustaining activity above the 4,425 and 4,450 weekly 
Oscillator thresholds was a sign of continued strength as they were still rising $25 per week. As such, 
the Oscillator indications remained important after what was the ‘lackluster jailbreak’ after the 
previous outstanding US Employment report. With the market dropping back below the 4,450 level (on 
weekly MA-41 up $25), there seemed to finally be some real risk.
Yet even below the key lower interim levels into the recent 4,425 area congestion and 4,380-65 area 
bottom of that, it also held key lower support in mid-August looking forward into the following week. 
That bigger level was 4,340 on weekly MA-13 (loosely held on all sharp reactions) at that time, and the 
significant aggressive weekly UP Channel from the major 2,174 March 2020 cycle low.
In the event, the recent late week recovery back above the 4,425 area pointed to the strength of the 
psychological recovery as well as exceeding the key technical resistance areas. That led to the recent 
new all-time highs above the previous week ’s 4,476.50 trading high (prior to the temporary selloff.) 
That again left the near-term Oscillator thresholds into 4,515 and 4,540 areas (on the rising MA-41), 
which it failed to maintain in early September, fomenting the reaction. 
This led to the violation of the 4,492 interim daily chart congestion after trading around it previous, 
with the more prominent 4.462 area also being violated three weeks ago. And while it subsequently 
traded back above that as well, recent softening below it spoke of an ability to trend lower in the near 
term. That left the more major 4,420-10 area as next support on both weekly MA-13 as well as that 
significant aggressive weekly UP Channel from the major March 2020 low. 
Having tested that area into the mid-September Close and violating it from the beginning of the 
following week was a fresh 4,410 DOWN Break. That fed further weakness which was already 
anticipated from the negative influence flowing out of China. As usual there was a Tolerance below 
that (as seen on selloffs in both June and July) down to 4,350 area lower congestion developed 
during the temporary July topping activity, and retested on the mid-August sharp temporary reaction 
to a 4,347.75 trading low. While that seemed a broad berth, on past form only below the 4,350 area 
does it signal a full trend reversal.
Yet as always with these matters, the weekly Close was more important than temporary trading 
weakness below it. And the December S&P 500 future held against interim low-4,300 support, and 
ended the week back above the low 4,400 area. The extent of the temporary selloff means that it 
needed to be treated as a 4,410 weekly up channel DOWN Break. Yet that also means the Close back 
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above it established it as a Negated DOWN Break, and therefore a support area. That is also 
consistent with weekly MA-13 moving up to the 4,430 area this week.
That said, the 4,348 area had reverted to the key support again on the then renewed pressure. And 
much like previous, it was temporarily violated. The difference is that the daily ‘trend flow’ was quite a 
bit different with the rally back above the low-4,400 area. Holding above the 4,430 area Tolerance of 
the 4,400-10 resistance for a weekly Close also above the at that time weekly MA-9 and MA-13 in the 
4,435-45 area looking more bullish again.
The next higher resistance was at the 4,472 late September trading high from which it previously 
dropped to the 4,300 area. That being exceeded last week was a further strong sign, which has not 
surprisingly led to the December S&P 500 future also pushing above the next minor early-September 
congestion in the 4,510 area. That only left the early September 4,549.50 front month S&P 500 future 
all-time high as resistance. After that was exceeded, a 4,621 major ‘swing count’ was the next key 
threshold, with the next key weekly Oscillator thresholds up into 4,725 and 4,750 this week (still rising 
$20 per week.) After stalling into them on Monday, there is finally a reaction... yet only down to 4,660 
interim support so far. 
Thanks for your interest. 
NOTICE: The Rohr International, Inc. research team or its principals may already have entered 
positions or have orders working based on this view.  

This Current ROHR TREND ALERT!! will be available soon via the sidebar at www.rohr-blog.com for 
Gold and Platinum echelon subscribers.
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